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Latent heat energy storage systems using paraffin wax could have lower heat trans-
fer rates during melting/freezing processes due to its inherent low thermal conduc-
tivity. The thermal conductivity of paraffin wax can be enhanced by employing high
conductivity materials such as alumina (Al2O3). A numerical analysis has been car-
ried out to study the performance enhancement of paraffin wax with nano-alumina
(Al2O3) particles in comparison with simple paraffin wax in a concentric double
pipe heat exchanger. Numerical analysis indicates that the charge-discharge rates
of thermal energy can be greatly enhanced using paraffin wax with alumina as
compared with a simple paraffin wax as phase change materials.
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Introduction

Energy storage not only reduces the mismatch between supply and demand but also

improves the performance and reliability of energy systems. Thermal energy can be stored in the

form of sensible heat in which the energy is stored by raising the temperature of the storage ma-

terial solid or liquid. Rock or water is the best example. Alternatively, thermal energy can be

stored as latent heat in which energy is stored when a substance changes from one phase to an-

other by either melting or freezing. The temperature of the substance remains constant during

phase change. Of the two, latent heat thermal energy storage technique has proved to be a better

engineering option primarily due to its advantage of providing higher energy storage density

with a smaller temperature difference between storage and retrieval. Phase change materials

(PCM) are materials that use chemical bonds to store and release heat energy in the process of

changing the state from solid to liquid.

Among the variety of PCM proposed, paraffin wax has been considered most prospec-

tive, because of its desirable characteristics, including significant latent heat of fusion, negligi-

ble supercooling, low vapor pressure in melt, chemical stability, and 100% recyclable. How-

ever, the inherent low thermal conductivity of paraffin could result in lower heat transfer rates

during melting/freezing processes. In order to enhance the effective thermal conductivity usu-

ally highly conducting materials are added to the paraffin wax either metallic fins connected to

the heat exchanging surfaces (or) metal pieces which are not connected to each other.
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The performance of different types of heat exchangers used as latent heat thermal stor-

age (LHTS) units has been investigated by many researchers [1]. Sharma et al. [2] have re-

viewed various kinds of heat exchangers proposed by researchers. Among these shell and

tube/concentric double pipe heat exchangers have been proved as high efficient for minimum

volume [3, 4].

The thermal conductivity of paraffin wax can also be enhanced by employing high

conductivity materials. While unloading a latent heat storage, the solid-liquid interface moves

away from the heat transfer surface and the heat flux decreases due to the increasing thermal re-

sistance of the growing layer of the molten/solidified medium. This effect can be reduced using

a technique of dispersing high conductivity materials to increase heat transfer. Cabeza et al. [5]

compared three methods to enhance the heat transfer in a cold storage working with water/ice as

PCM: addition of stainless steel pieces, copper pieces, and a new PCM-graphite composite ma-

terial. The PCM-graphite composite material showed an increase in heat flux bigger than with

any of the other techniques.

Mettawee and Assassa [6] conducted experiments to investigate the enhancement in

the performance of PCM based solar collector due to the dispersion of micro aluminum parti-

cles. Due to increase in thermal conductivity, the charging time was decreased by 60% as com-

pared to that of pure PCM. The effect was more pronounced during discharging, as the conduc-

tion dominated solidification presented more homogeneous process.

Khodadadi and Hosseinizadeh [7] have simulated the solidification of nanofluid (wa-

ter with nano copper particles] in a square storage model. The speed of the solid/liquid interface

during solidification was observed for pure PCM and for PCM with different particle mass frac-

tions. At earlier stages there was not much increase in the speed of the interface due to the addi-

tion of particles. As the time elapsed the effect was more pronounced as the interface was at

more advanced locations in case of higher mass fractions. This resulted in considerable reduc-

tion in overall solidification time. Besides copper and aluminum particles, silver [8] and

graphite [9, 10] have also been tried to obtain composite PCM.

Alumina (Al2O3) is one of the most common and inexpensive nanoparticles used by

many researchers in their experimental investigations [11]. Recently, Ho and Gao [12] prepared

the nanoparticle-embedded PCM by emulsion technique using non-ionic surfactant to disperse

5 wt.% and 10 wt.%, of alumina (Al2O3) nanoparticles in paraffin (n-octadecane) and investi-

gated experimentally its effective thermophysical properties, including latent heat of fusion,

density, dynamic viscosity, and thermal conductivity. They found that the relative increases of

nearly 20% and more than 28% in the dynamic viscosity were found for the paraffin containing

5 wt.% and 10 wt.% of alumina particles, respectively at a temperature of 30 °C; which appear

far greater than (about ten and four times, respectively) the relative enhancement in the thermal

conductivity if compared at the same nanoparticle mass fraction.

Gong and Mujumdar [13-16] have carried out a series of numerical studies on heat

transfer during melting and freezing of single and multiple PCM. They extended their analysis

from only the charge process (melting) to a combined charge/discharge (melting/ freezing) pro-

cess [14]. According to Hasan et al. [17], if the PCM melts and freezes completely in each pe-

riod at the periodic steady-state (PSS), the energy stored or released is within 5% of the PSS

value in two cycles starting from a uniform temperature for liquid or solid. On the other hand, if

there is an active zone at the PSS, the number of cycles required to approach the PSS depends

upon the initial phase of a uniform temperature PCM. If the initial phase of the PCM is opposite

to that of the PCM beyond the active zone at the PSS, 4 to 6 cycles are required for the energy

stored or released to approach within 5% of the PSS value.
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In the present work, a numerical analysis has been carried out to investigate the perfor-

mance enhancement due to the addition of nanoalumina (Al2O3) particles in paraffin wax in a

concentric double pipe heat exchanger by both the cyclic as well as individual charging and dis-

charging processes for various concentrations of alumina particles and the results are presented

and discussed.

Mathematical model

The physical model consists of an inner

pipe of 2 cm diameter, through which a heat

transfer fluid (HTF) flows. It is surrounded

by a concentric pipe of 4 cm diameter consist-

ing of the PCM (fig.1). Following are the two

cases for which the numerical study of melt-

ing and solidification is carried out and com-

pared: (1) pure paraffin wax and (2) nanopa-

raffin wax (paraffin wax with 5 vol.% and 10

vol.% Al2O3).

In the present work, paraffin wax and paraffin wax with alumina (nanoparaffin wax) are

used as PCM. The inner wall of the PCM pipe is maintained at constant temperature of Tmax = =

350 K during the melting or charging period and at constant temperature of Tmin = 300 K during

the solidification or discharging period. The outer wall of the PCM pipe is adiabatic.

For a mathematical description of the thermal process the following assumptions are

made:

– the inner wall is at a constant temperature,

– thermal losses through the outer wall of the PCM pipe are negligible,

– thermal resistance of the inner pipe wall is negligible,

– heat transfer in the PCM is both conduction and convection controlled,

– thermophysical properties of PCM are temperature dependent, and

– volume variation resulting from the phase change is neglected and the PCM solid is fixed to

the walls at all times.

An enthalpy-porosity technique is used in FLUENT for modelling the solidifica-

tion/melting process. In this technique, the liquid melt fraction in each cell is computed every it-

eration, based on enthalpy balance. The mushy zone is the region where the porosity increases

from 0 to 1 as the PCM melts. When the region is complete solid, the porosity is zero and also the

flow velocity in that zone also drops to zero.

The governing conservation equations are [18]:

– continuity equation
¶

¶

r
r

t
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�
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Figure 1. Physical model



where H is the enthalpy of the PCM, T – the temperature, r – the density of the PCM, K – the

thermal conductivity of PCM,
�

U – the velocity, and S – the volumetric heat source term and is

equal to zero in the present study. The total enthalpy H of the material is computed as the sum of

the sensible enthalpy, h and the latent heat:

H = h + DH (4)

where

h h c Tp
T

T

ref

� � �ref d (5)

and href is the reference enthalpy, Tref – the reference temperature, and cp – the specific heat at

constant pressure.

The latent heat content, in terms of the latent heat of the PCM, L is:

DH = bL (6)

where b is the liquid fraction and is defined as:

b

b

b
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The solution for temperature is essentially iteration between the energy, eq. (3), and

the liquid fraction, eq. (7).

The enthalpy-porosity technique treats the mushy region (partially solidified region)

as a porous medium. The porosity in each cell is set equal to the liquid fraction in that cell. In

fully solidified regions, the porosity is equal to zero, which extinguishes the velocities in these

regions. The momentum sink due to the reduced porosity in the mushy zone takes the following

form:

�
�

�

( )

( . )

1

0001

2

3

b

b
Amush U

�

(8)

where Amush is the so called mushy zone constant. The value of mushy zone constant varies from

104 to 107. Generally, 105 is used for FLUENT computations:

– boundary and initial conditions

PCM pipe inner wall – charging: T = Tmax, discharging: T = Tmin,

PCM pipe outer wall – KnpcmDT = 0

– initial condition

For cyclic process – Ti = Tmin

For complete melting and solidification processes – charging: Ti = Tmin,, discharging:

Ti = Tmax

Computational methodology

The model for the numerical study was created using pre-processor software

GAMBIT 2.3.16. Meshing of the numerical model was generated and the boundaries were ap-

plied at appropriate surfaces. After mesh independence study, the computational domain was re-

solved with 1900 elements: a fine structured mesh near the inner wall to resolve the boundary

layer and an increasingly coarser mesh in the rest of the domain in order to reduce the computa-

tional time. As an indication of the computational time, it is observed that on an average, for
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3000 iterations, 120-180 minutes are needed for convergence criteria for all relative residuals

with a time step of 0.01s using a personal computer with a Intel Core 2 duo processor (2.1 GHz)

and 2 GB random access memory (RAM).

The GAMBIT model is then exported to FLUENT for problem solving. The

PRESSURE BASED method within version 6.3.26 of the commercial code FLUENT was uti-

lized for solving the governing equations. User-defined functions (UDF) were written in C lan-

guage to account for temperature-dependence of the thermo-physical properties of paraffin wax

without or with nanoalumina particles. The time step for integrating the temporal derivatives

was set to 0.01 s. The FIRST ORDER UPWIND differencing scheme was used for solving the

momentum and energy equations, whereas the PRESTO scheme was adopted for the pressure

correction equation. The under-relaxation factors for the velocity components, pressure correc-

tion and thermal energy were 0.5, 0.3, and 1, respectively. The convergence criteria are set as

10–3 for continuity and momentum, and 10–6 for thermal energy.

Thermophysical properties

The thermophysical properties of paraffin wax [19] and Al2O3 [20], listed in tab. 1 are

used in the present numerical study. The difference in the solidus and liquidus temperatures de-

fines the transition from solid to liquid phases during the melting of paraffin wax.

Table 1. Properties of paraffin wax [19] and Al2O3 [20]

Property Paraffin wax Al2O3

Density, r [kgm–3]
750

0 001 31915 1. ( . )T � �
3600

Specific heat capacity, cp [Jkg–1K–1] 2890 765

Thermal conductivity,
K [Wm–1K–1]

0.21 if T < Tsolidus

0.12 if T > Tliquidus

36

Viscosity, m [Nsm–2] 0 001 4 25
1790

. exp .� �
�

	



�

�


T
–

Latent heat, L [Jkg–1] 173400 –

Solidus temperature, [K] 319 –

Liquidus temperature, [K] 321 –

The density, specific heat capacity, and latent heat of the nanoPCM are defined as

[21]:

r fr f rnpcm np pcm� � �( )1 (9)

c
c c

p

p p pcm

,

( ) ( )( )
npcm

np

npcm

�
� �f r f r

r

1
(10)

L
L

npcm

pcm

npcm

�
�( )( )1 f r

r
(11)

The dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity of the nanoPCM are given by [22]:

mnpcm = 0.983e12.959fmpcm (12)
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The effective thermal conductivity of the nanoPCM, which includes the effects of par-

ticle size, particle volume fraction, and temperature dependence as well as properties of the base

PCM and the particle subject to Brownian motion is given by:

K
K K K K

K K K K
npcm

np pcm pcm np

np pcm pcm np

�
� � �

� � �

2 2

2 2

( )

( )

f

f
K c

BT
Tppcm k pcm , pcm

np npd
f� �5 104 b zfr

r
f( , ) (13)

where B is the Boltzmann constant, 1.381·10–23 J/K and

bk = 8.4407(100f)–1.07304 (14)

f
ref

( , ) ( . . ) ( .T
T

T
f f� � � � � � �� � �28217 10 3917 10 30669 102 3 2 3391123 10f � � �. ) (15)

where Tref is the reference temperature of 273 K.

The first part of eq. (13) is obtained directly from the Maxwell model while the second

part accounts for Brownian motion, which causes the temperature dependence of the effective

thermal conductivity. Note that there is a correction factor, z in the Brownian motion term, since
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Figure 2. (a) PCM density, (b) PCM
specific heat, (c) PCM dynamic viscosity,
(d) PCM latent heat, (e) PCM thermal
conductivity



there should be no Brownian motion in the solid phase. Its value is defined as the same as for liq-

uid fraction, b, in eq. (7).

The computed thermophysical properties of paraffin wax dispersed with 0%, 2%, 5%,

and 10% of Al2O3 by volume (nanoPCM) using eqs. (9)-(15) are plotted as a function of temper-

ature and volumetric concentration in figs. 2(a) to 2(e). The specific heat and latent heat of

nanoPCM is lower than the simple PCM (paraffin wax) (figs. 2b and 2d) where as the thermal

conductivity of nanoPCM is greater than the simple PCM (fig. 2e). Hence, nanoPCM has lower

energy storage capacity and higher heart transfer rate compared to the same mass of simple

PCM. As shown in fig. 2c, viscosity of nanoPCM increases with the increase in the volumetric

concentration of alumina nanoparticles. The enhancement in the dynamic viscosity for the

nanoPCM may play a key role in the natural convection dominated melting of nanoPCM. The

variation in thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of nanoPCM with temperature and vol-

ume fraction agree well with the experimental results reported in [12].

Results and discussion

Numerical simulation is carried out for cyclic melting and solidification as well as in-

dividual melting and solidification processes of paraffin wax and paraffin wax dispersed with

nanoalumina particles and the results are presented and discussed in this section.

Cyclic charge – discharge processes

In order to investigate the advantage of nanoPCM over a simple PCM, the cyclic heat

transfer processes of energy charge-discharge using a nanoPCM (with 5% of Al2O3) and a sim-

ple PCM are simulated for the concentric double pipe heat exchanger system. A cycle consists

of one melting process followed by one solidification process.

At the start of the first cycle, the tem-

perature of the PCM pipe inner wall is

maintained at a fixed temperature of 350 K

and the PCM is at 300 K. In the extraction

period, the PCM pipe inner wall is main-

tained at a constant temperature of 300 K.

In the second and subsequent cycles the

operating conditions are repeated identi-

cally to the first cycle, except for the time

of the charge-discharge period. Simula-

tions are carried out until a steady repro-

ducible state (SRS) or a PSS is reached

(fig. 3). In this state, the transient thermal

process occurs repeatedly from cycle to cy-

cle and the temperature field in both the

PCM and the fluid, as well as the cumula-

tive energy charged-discharged in each charge or discharge period, is the same from cycle to cy-

cle [14].

The magnitude of the cumulative energy charged or discharged, Qc, is calculated for

each melting or freezing period. This calculation is made by computing the difference between

the energy stored in the PCM at the end of each melting or freezing process and the energy

stored in the PCM at the beginning of the respective period.
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Figure 3. Melting – solidification cycles



The maximum amount of energy which can be charged or discharged in a melting or

freezing period is:

Q m c T L c T
i T

T

T

T

m

m

t p,s p,ld d� � � ��
�

	





�

�



�
�

1

2 max.

min.

(16)

where m is the mass of PCM, cp,s – the specific heat of solid PCM, cp,l – the specific heat of liquid

PCM , L – the latent heat of melting or fusion of PCM, Tm – the melting or fusion temperature,

Tmin. and Tmax.– are minimum and maximum temperature of the PCM, respectively.

The mass of PCM is given by:

m r r Lo i
� �rp( )2 2

p (17)

where r is the density of PCM, ro and ri – are the outer and the inner radius of the PCM pipe re-

spectively, and Lp is the unit length of the PCM pipe.

Figure 4 shows the dimensionless energy

stored or recovered, Qc/Qt, in each melting or

freezing period for the PCM. Results are shown

for four cycles. In fig. 4 values of Qc/Qt, each

corresponding to the end of either a melting or a

solidification period, are joined by straight

lines. A cycle constitutes two consecutive val-

ues of Qc/Qt.

A PSS is a state attained when the

dimensionless energy stored or recovered in a

melting or a solidification period, (QC/QM) is

approximately a constant, independent of the

initial condition of the PCM. The number of cy-

cles or the time required to approach the PSS de-

pends upon this initial condition. If the PCM is

initially a solid, the PSS is reached quickly: however, many more cycles are required if the PCM

is initially a liquid [16]. In the present work, the PCM is solid initially and a PSS is attained in

the fourth cycle for both cases, but with Qc/Qt = 0.44 (fig. 4, top) for simple PCM case and Qc/Qt

= 0.59 (fig. 4, bottom) for nanoPCM case.

The cumulative energy charged-discharged

in a charge-discharge cycle at the PSS is 34.1%

more when using nanoparaffin wax than that

using a simple paraffin wax. This means the en-

ergy charge-discharge rates can be 34.1% faster

using nanoparaffin wax than using a simple par-

affin wax.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the liquid

fractions for a charge-discharge cycle at PSS

for the simple and nanoPCM cases. From this

figure one can see that with the same tempera-

ture for the charge process and for the discharge

process, the phase change is much higher for

nanoPCM than that in a simple PCM. About

74.4% of the PCM in the nanoparaffin wax is
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Figure 4. Qc/Qt in melting/solidification periods

Figure 5. Comparison of liquid fraction during
melting and solidification at PSS



totally molten at the end of charging and about 71.3% is completely solid at the end of discharg-

ing. For simple PCM configuration, about 54.3% of the paraffin wax is molten at the end of

charging and 51.4% is completely solid at the end of discharging. So the nanoPCM offers a

higher portion of material to undergo a phase change during charging/discharging. This means

that more heat is absorbed or released by the nanoPCM than by the simple PCM.

Effect of volumetric concentration of nanoparticles

Time evolution of the melting/solidification rate

The rate of melting or solidification is an

important factor in many engineering applica-

tions, such as in the LHTS systems. The melt-

ing and solidification rate of paraffin wax with-

out or with alumina particles in the concentric

double pipe heat exchanger is studied to under-

stand the effect of dispersing the nanoparticles

on the performance of the nanoPCM. Figure 6

shows the melting and solidification curves for

simple paraffin wax and nanoparaffin wax.

The melting rate of nanoPCM decreases

with the volumetric concentration of Al2O3

during the natural convection dominated part of

the melting period. The melting performance

results obtained in the present simulation study

clearly substantiate the doubt concerning the efficacy of dispersing nanoparticles for heat trans-

fer enhancement of the natural-convection-dominated melting process that the enhancement in

the thermal conductivity of the nanoPCM due to dispersing the alumina nanoparticles, relative

to the simple PCM, could be outweighed by the far greater enhancement in the dynamic viscos-

ity as inferred by Ho and Gao [12].

From fig. 6, it can be seen that the effect of dispersing nanoparticles is much more pro-

nounced in solidification process than in the melting process. Because, solidification process,

contrary to melting process, is dominated by conduction. During solidification, the solidified

layers are formed from heat transfer surface and remain parallel to it. Although natural convec-

tion exists in the liquid PCM at earlier stages, it diminishes rapidly as the solidification pro-

gresses and the process becomes conduction dominated. The same result is reported by

Khodadadi and Hosseinizadeh [7] that the nanoparticle-embedded PCM, compared with the

based PCM, can have higher heat extraction rate during the solidification process due to its

lower latent heat and higher thermal conductivity.

Table 2 gives the liquid fraction for the four cases for a melting or solidification period

of 1000 s. Due to the increase in thermal conductivity of the nanoPCM, the charging or melting

rate is increased by 3.5%, 2.3%, and 3.5% for paraffin wax with 2%, 5%, and 10% Al2O3, re-
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Figure 6. Melting and solidification rate

Table 2. Liquid fraction

Process Pure paraffin wax
Paraffin wax with

2% Al2O3

Paraffin wax with
5% Al2O3

Paraffin wax with
10% Al2O3

Melting 0.86 0.89 0.88 0.89

Solidification 0.57 0.41 0.40 0.38



spectively, while the discharging or solidification rate is increased by 28.1%, 29.8%, and 33.3%

for paraffin wax with 2%, 5%, and 10% Al2O3, respectively, as compared to the simple paraffin

wax case.

Amount of energy stored

The amount of energy stored during the melting process and retrieved during the solid-

ification process for a period of 1000 s is presented in tab. 3. The net energy stored is greater by

12.3%, 10.6%, and 15.4% during melting process and by 25.6%, 31.8%, and 41.5 % during so-

lidification process, respectively for 2%, 5%, and 10% alumina in paraffin wax. Owing to the

faster melting or solidification rate, the net energy stored or retrieved is greater for nanoPCM

than simple PCM. It should be noted that the maximum amount of energy that can be stored de-

pends on the amount of the PCM material stored in a unit of fixed size for a given operating tem-

perature range. Hence, in both melting and solidification processes, maximum amount energy

can be stored in or retrieved out is less than that of a pure paraffin wax unit . Consequently, there

is decrease in theoretical energy storage capacity by 2.9%, 16.2%, and 31.9% for paraffin wax

with 2%, 5%, and 10% Al2O3, respectively.

Table 3. Energy stored or retrieved in 1000 s

Process Pure paraffin wax
Paraffin wax with

2% Al2O3

Paraffin wax with
5% Al2O3

Paraffin wax with
10% Al2O3

Melting 185617.11 J 208502.23 J 205288.74 J 214219.35 J

Solidification 111281.93 J 139793.71 J 146708.17 J 157415.62 J

Conclusions

In the present work, a numerical investigation has been carried out to find out the per-

formance enhancement of paraffin wax with nanoalumina (Al2O3) particles in comparison with

simple paraffin wax in a concentric double pipe heat exchanger. Numerical cyclic analysis indi-

cates that the charge-discharge rates of thermal energy can be greatly enhanced using

nanoPCM, as compared with a simple PCM. Embedding alumina particles in the paraffin wax

enhances its low thermal conductivity and thus heat transfer rate. But the heat transfer rate en-

hancement is much more pronounced in conduction dominated solidification process than in

natural convection dominated melting process. Further, lower volumetric concentration of alu-

mina in paraffin wax not only exhibits good melting and solidification performance but also

have high energy storage capacity and less cost compared to higher concentrations. Given stable

suspension of nanoparticles within conventional phase change material such as paraffin wax,

nanoPCM have great potential for greater utilization in diverse energy sectors.
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Nomenclature

Amush – mushy zone constant
B – Boltzmann constant, [JK–1]

cp – specific heat capacity at constant
– pressure, [Jkg–1K–1]
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